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A continuation of certain art notes; not yet posted, huh? 

 Meditation imagination (art) how to cope with loss 

The Death Project in the/ for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

date typed up: 9218 

original date, approximately: 2.17.17 

tag[s]: rape attempts, ordering lists, approximated date changes, art notes, the spirit work at the 

fictional volunTier project, The Death Project, counseling, publications   

 

 

theme: sprinkled chocolate crumbs wipe off paper like chalk on a bored? 

(1) Fold the foil the two lifted folds down 

(2) Create a rotating jigsaw [of folds] 

(3) Open up the tissue  

(4) Drape over the foil 

(5) To catch/change greed: imagine that the foil inside is something  actually valuable 

(6) Imagine the scent of the rag/tissue is even more accentuated something you can’t want to 

[leave] [of folds] 

(7) Trash the “secured” art piece. 

(8) [non-offensive] [stupid’s note: as in put in a trash-can] 

 

Part Two. Accidentally left-off from some publication; so not in it, yep; I think so.  
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The House Shelves 

back to this specific temporary art’s piece [the cymbal of d.] you might strengthen it with like nail 

polish but in this case I’m probably going to let it crumple dry in  

for example: convenience of nail polish in the h-less life  in one of the pockets of my bag[s].  

photo notes [which photo?]: in the model vase; the petal looks like a striped duck. cited: TAZO tea 

bottle 

for The Death Project  

Turn it again and you see a vase [at least] where cut and not fallen it all could have been [others like 

it!] stored; ‘scuse me held for a while. Art translation[basic]: you could envision slice-ly easily the 

vase sealed; the flower segments waxed with some substance even make-up and-or nail polish and 

that would be complete enough.  

 

Temporary Death Art 

aside: Cymbals of Death  

It noises! A different more cymbal-istic  

Noise-sound [in mean! –ing] upon the scrape of letters  
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The petal is an instruments from public fallen! Flower to torn for lettering  

Art cymbal; an of course: symbol  

theme: what happens basic re-nunciated inquiry to them when they [flowers in petals & stems & 

not so much seedings] die  

theme lest: the flower[s] still; works as … [open-to-interpretation] 

among the h-less knife. 

Turn it and you sea a cliff dress cited: the witch goura series on cited: amazon kindle  


